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INTRODUCTION 
The first results in the study of uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for partial 
differential equations with multiple characteristics were given by Hiirmander 
[5], Mizohata [ll], and Calderon [l]. Th e multiple characteristics, in all of 
these cases, were nonreal and the multiplicity was constant and at most two. 
For the case where the multiplicity of the nonreal characteristics is more than 
two, or where the multiplicity of the real characteristics is more than one, 
results under some conditions on the lower-order terms were given by 
Matsumoto [9], Watanabe [15], and Zeman [17]. For the case where the multi- 
plicity is variable, Pederson [13] p roved a uniqueness theorem for elliptic 
operators having at most double characteristics, assuming that the characteristics 
are smooth enough. 
In this paper we prove uniqueness for linear partial differential operators 
which may have characteristics of variable multiplicity. The real characteristics 
are allowed to become complex under certain circumstances; the characteristics 
are required to be sufficiently smooth. If  the multiplicity of the real character- 
istics (which may become complex, as above) is greater than one or if multiplicity 
of the nonreal characteristics is greater than two, we also require an additional 
assumption on the manner in which the real characteristics cross each other 
and a condition which restricts the lower-order terms. This condition on the 
lower-order terms can be shown to reduce to the condition on the lower terms 
presented in Zeman [17] if the multiplicity is constant. 
* This work has been partially supported by NSF. under Grant No. MPS75-06687, 
while author was at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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Notation 
First, recall the problem. Let 
P(.v, t, D, ) D,) =- P,,, -;- P,,-, - ..’ 
bc a linear partial differential operator of order 111 and the Pi are homogeneous 
of order i in (x, f) 
Let P,,,(s, 1, [. T) be tl re leading symbol of P where [ =- (4, ,..., [,,) E R”, 
t E R’. 
Assume that the hyperplane t :. 0 is not characteristic at the origin, i.e., 
P,ll(O, 0, 0, 1) -i- 0. The Cauchy problem is to find a solution ZI of Pv -= f  in 
a neighborhood of t == 0 with given (say homogeneous) Cauchy data on the 
plane t =z 0: Dt% itsO ~~- 0, j = 0, l,..., m - 1. For an n-tuple 01 =z (a1 ,..., a,) 
of nonnegative integers, we write 
L,v is the class of pseudodifferential operators on order y  in the x-variables. 
See Kohn and Nirenberg [7] and Friedrichs [4] for more details. 
By Br, T any nonnegative integer, we mean an arbitrary homogeneous operator 
of order Y, which is a partial differential operator in t and a pseudodifferential 
operator in x, 
D”- C Du; 
/al=rn 
(u, v) is the L, scalar product of u and V. j\ u )I is the corresponding L, norm of U. 
i/i u 111’ = Jr 11 U II2 f?k(t-T)2 dt where I/ + Ij is the L, norm in the x-variables. H,,, 
is the Hilbert space with norm I/ u 11: = J’(l + 1 5 1”)” / ii([)12 d[ where 2 is 
the Fourier transform of u. 6’ is the space of distributions with compact support. 
Since t == 0 is noncharacteristic at the origin with respect to P we may 
assume that the coefficient of Dl’lz in P,,, is 1. 
It is convenient to make a local transformation of variable so that the 
surface t -= 0 becomes transformed to a convex surface S: t I= 6 xyW, (xj)” 
where 6 > 0 is constant. The condition that we require depends on the roots 7 
of P,,,(Y, t, 5, 7) in these new variables. It is clear from the proof that in these 
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new variables the operator P need not be a partial differential operator; it may 
be an operator of the form 
P(,, t, D, , Dt) = Dtrn + c Rj(s, t, 0,) Dy 
j=l 
where the Ri are pseudodifferential operators in the .r-variable of order j, 
varying smoothly in t. 
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We now describe the conditions which are sufficient for the uniqueness 
of the Cauchy problem. 
The first condition deals with the characteristic roots Aj(x, t, 5) of Pm(x, t, f, T). 
\I’e allow hj(x, t, 5) to belong to the following classes: 
Class (A): For t 3 0 and 1 5 j = 1, Xj = aj -t- ib, satisfies for all (x, t, t), 
0 < t < T, for some fixed T which is designated later, one of the following: 
(i) bj > 0, 
(4 bjl G XL C”jl~j2, - ajs?jE,). 
Here e is a fixed positive constant. 
Class (B): Aj(x, t, 5) is nonreal for all (x, t, E), 0 < t < I’, and I 5 1 -= 1. 
xotation. Let ai = D, - &(x, t, D,). Then we say that Zi E (A) and 8j E (B), 
respectively, if &(x, t, 6) belongs to class (A) and Xj(x, t, 5) belongs to class (B), 
respectively. 
Remark 1. The condition that the characteristic roots belong either to 
class (A) or class (B) is found first in Nirenberg [12]. Some condition such 
as this which restricts the manner in which real roots can become complex 
seems to be needed for the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. Theorem 8.9.2 
(HGrmander [6]) contains an example in R2 of the form 
(&Y/at) + ia(x, t)(sv/ax) = 0 lvith z’ G 0 for 1 < 0, 
but v  + 0 in any neighborhood of the origin; the function a is a real Cz function 
which changes sign infinitely often near the origin. 
A condition similar to that found in class (A)(ii) is given by Hormander 
[6]. He describes the operators which satisfy this condition as principally 
normal. This condition is extended by Menikoff [IO]. Another condition similar 
to (ii) is given by Kumano-go [8]. 
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The next condition that we require is designed to ensure that we may 
smoothlv factor P,,, in the form 
and also that we may commute the factors [T - XJX, f,  01. U’ith these require- 
ments in mind. we ask that 
Cotd?io~r (I). The roots hi(.v, f, <), 1 c; i ;< m. are of class CT”--’ in .v, (, 
and 5. 
Remark. Some kind of smoothness condition of this sort seems to be needed 
to ensure uniqueness. Plis [14] h ac L g iven an example of a fourth-order equation 
with real C’ coefficients which has nontrivial solutions which vanish in a half- 
plane. An examination of Plis’s counterexample shows that the characteristic 
roots have unbounded partial derivatives near the initial surface. 
Sext, we formulate the conditions on the lower-order terms. 
For each fixed (s, f ,  0, let 
r(.~, t, 0 max multiplicity of the characteristic roots hi belonging to class (A), 
and let 
J(.Y, f,  5) : max multiplicity of the characteristic 
roots h, belonging to class (A) or to class (B). 
Also let 
and 
y  : mar; r(.z., t, 5) 
(r,d, 00 
:<I=1 
5 max s(.v, 1, 0. 
h.t).t>o 
‘PI=1 
Finally 4 max{r, [(s I 1)/2]), where [K] denotes the integral part of K. 
If  r :* 1 or s > 2 (i.e., 4 >- l), some condition on the lower-order terms 
is needed. Examples of nonuniqueness of the (:auchy problem have been 
given by Cohen [3] for the case whore q > 1. 
Another example of nonuniqueness is given by Plis [14]. He presents a 
smooth elliptic equation with characteristics of multiplicity at least 4 which 
has a nonunique solution to the Cauchy problem. Interestingly, Watanabe 
[15] shows that certain fairly general elliptic operators with triple characteristic 
roots whose lower-order terms have Lipschitz continuous coefficients do give 
uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. Both Plis and Watanabe deal with constant 
multiplicit\-. 
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Although these examples show that some conditions on the lower-order 
terms are necessary for uniqueness to hold, it is still unclear what conditions 
are optimum. Matsumoto [9] has presented conditions on lower-order terms 
for operators with multiple characteristic roots which are substantially different 
from the ones presented in either this paper or the one preceding it, dealing 
with constant multiplicity (Zeman [17]). Matsumoto also deals with constant 
multiplicity. 
Before we formulate the conditions that we require the lower-order terms 
to satisfy, let us consider the following module S over LZo, the ring of pseudo- 
differential operators in the x-variable nf order zero. It is associated with the 
operator 17,,, = 2, ... anl . 
S is generated by “monomial” operators which are formed as follows: We 
first describe the operators of order m - 1 which generate Scln-r) . 
Suppose Ll?,, = 2, *** 2, with ai belonging either to (A) or to (B). I f  ai E (A), 
form the operators ILIJai by omitting one factor from 17,,, at a time. Call the 
module generated by these operators S{k’r, . I f  aj E (B), form DUJaiaj where 
2i can belong to (A) or (B) and call the module generated by these operators 
s(B) (m-lJ . S’(+r) is the module generated by the operators which generate St;& 
or Sii!,, . 
The module ScA) rrn-aj is formed in a similar way to SlEii’_,,: We cancel one 
factor Cri E (A) at a time from the monomial operators in S(n+l) . Safe,, is 
formed by cancelling aiaj and replacing by a fi from the operators in S~,~-rj 
if aj E (B). Here, as in the formation of S$+ , 2i can belong either to (A) 
or to (B). S(,,,+,) is the module generated by the operators which generate 
either S$, or S{Ey,‘_z, . We goon in this manner to form S(,,,+a) , S(nl-4) ,... . 
Finally S is the module generated by all the operators which generate any of 
the SC,,,-,J , i < 1. 
Remark. It is clear that if S{f!Pj, is not empty, then Sag,,, <I S{B,‘j, . Hence, 
in such cases St,,L-j~ = SiEj-j-j, . 
Next, we reformulate P as follows: P = U,, + Pk-, f  P,iL_, + ..* where 
Pk-j is an operator of order m - j (not recessarily homogeneous). 
Now we are ready to state the condition which we require the lower-order 
terms to satisfy. 
Condition (V). Suppose the multiplicity of the characteristic roots of P 
may vary. Suppose P = P,,, + P,,,+, + ... with P,,, :-= leading part of n:, 2, 
where ci E (A) or ai E (B). 
Then the lower-order terms are to satisfy 
ph-i E SGa-j) Y O<j<g--1, 
where 4 = max{r, [(s f  1)/2]} w h ere Y and s have been defined earlier. 
Remark. Unfortunately, this condition is difficult to verify for an arbitrary 
operator. However, if the multiplicity turns out to be constant, then Condition 
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(V) simplifies to Condition (C), the algebraic condition introduced by Zeman 
[17], a condition on lower-order terms for operators with characteristics of 
constant multiplicity. 
More specifically, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose P z-- P,,, -f P,,,+l .- ... and suppose the characteristic 
roots of P are of constant multiplicity with P,,, ::T leading part of n ayin a”;i 
where ai E (A) and Jj E (B). Then PkLek E Stnr-k) if and only if Pi,,-,, = 0 
mod(n i?;li-” n 8~~@J with the convention that 
mi - k 7~~ 0 if ll?i - k < 0 
and 
ni - 2k == 0 if ni - 2k < 0. 
Proof. See Zeman [16]. 
Finally, we require the following additional condition concerning the crossings 
of the characteristic roots belonging to class (A) 
[ai, ajl = ~2, + bij -+ A; for some a, b, N EL,” if ai , aj E (A). (A) 
Remark 1. Although condition (A) is a rather strong condition, it is satisfied 
by a fairly wide class of operators. Simple examples of operators which satisfy 
the condition are 
(a) Partial differential operators with constant coefficients. 
(b) Elliptic operators (since they have no real characteristics). 
(c) The operators (D, + xD~)(D~ - ~0~) and (Dt - &Ir)(Dt - x2D,) 
in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Simple examples of operators which do not satisfy condition (*) are 
(D, I- tD,)(Dt + x.DT) and (Dt - tDz)(Dt $ tD2). 
Remark 2. Condition (*) is automatically satisfied by operators whose 
characteristic roots do not cross each other. (This is proved later. See the 
Corollary to I,emma 4.2.) Hence, all of the conditions presented here, in the 
case where the multiplicity is variable, reduce to the conditions required in 
Zeman [17] where the multiplicity is constant. Thus Theorem 1 is a generaliza- 
tion of the results presented in Zeman [17]. 
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The main results of this paper are 
THEOREM 1. Suppose t = 0 is nonchavacteristic at the origin with respect to 
the operator P = P, + Pqn-l -t .‘.. Suppose P,,, satisjies Condition (I). Then 
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P,, can be written smoothly as the leading part of ny=, Zi . Suppose ai E (A) or 
a<~(B).Ifq > 1, we require, in addition, that the operator P satisfy Condition (*) 
and Condition (V). Then, if u E H&(Q) where Q’ = {(x, t): 0 < t < T) such 
that u G 0 for t < 0 and Pu = 0 for t < T, then u =: 0 for t < T. 
The essential tool in uniqueness proofs to date has been a weighted L, 
inequality analogous to an L, inequality used by Carleman [2]. Our version 
of Carleman’s inequality is given by 
THEOREM 2. Suppose t = 0 is noncharacteristic at the origin zcith respect to 
P = P,, + P,-, + . . . . Suppose P,,, satisjes Condition (I). Then we may factor 
P,,, smoothly into P, = leading part of nz, ai . Suppose ai E (A) or ai E (B). 
I f  q > 1, we require, in addition, that the operator satisfy Condition (c) and 
Condition (V). Then there are constant C, , C, independent of u such that for 
T, k-1 subGently small, the following inequalities hold 




L“ = {(x, t): 0 < t ,< T} ;f  r=s 
c k”-Ial I]! Dmu /Ii* + c (1 + kTz)nt-!=I-v-bi Ill Dwu Ill2 
iOLl<m-s TX--s<!CXl<??l--r . . 
< C, I,1 Pu l/i*, (3.2) 
for u E Corn(Q) ifs > r. 
Remark 1. If  q < 1, Theorem 1 improves the result presented in [17, 
Theorem 11. It allows the nonreal characteristic roots to cross each other. 
It is also an improvement of the result of Pederson [13], who only deals with 
elliptic operators. Simple real characteristic roots are allowed here. 
Remark 2. The theorem is proved for u E Caa(Q’) where Q’ = {(x, t): 
0 < t < T}, a strip. Hence, it is not necessary to restrict SL’ to {(x, t): 0 < t < T, 
0 < 1 x 1 ,< r> a small neighborhood of the origin, as is required in Nirenberg 
[12] and Zeman [17]. 
We first show how the proof of Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assuming that Theorem 2 holds, the following in- 
equality holds: 
k” L’ I/ II /j2 eL(r-Tj2 dt < c 1’ ji Pu 112 eE(t-T)’ dt for 21 E C,e(Q’). (3.3) 
0 
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It is clear that (3.3) must also be valid for all u E Q’(U) I? H(,) since such 
functions u can be approximated in H,,,,) by functions in Cam(P) with supports 
in a fixed bounded set. Fix Tl and T, such that 0 < Tz < Tl < T and let 
c(t) be a nonnegative C”a function defined in t 2: 0 such that c(t) 1 for 
t < Tl and l(t)-:- 0 f  or t > Tl . I f  7’ is the solution of Pv = 0 then for T 
small we may apply (3.3) to u =m~ czl and infer that 
i 
Tl 
j '7) / 2 ($(I 71' ([t left-hand side of (3.3) 
-0 
’ Ck-)li 1’ i/ p(<(c)ji? pL(t-Tl’ dt 
‘7 t 
. C,“k-“’ I’= eP(t-T)' dt, 
'=I 
where C’ is a constant depending on T, which we keep fixed, but independent 
of K. Thus, in particular, 
Letting k + co, we see this is impossible unless v  r< 0 for t < T? , where 
T2 < T can be chosen arbitrary. Hence the theorem is proved. 
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Technical Lemmas 
Before we prove Theorem 2, we need the following technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any operator Ii’,,, = t, ... ii,,, of order m with a, E (A) or 
Bi E (B), let fi,,, be an operator obtained from II,, by an arbitrary permutation of the 
factors ai . Suppose also that if 3,. , Fj E (A), then [ai , ai] = a2, + baj + N 
for some a, b, ,V E L,O. Then h -: II,,, - n,,, is an operator of order m - 1, 
belonging to S. 
Proof. It suffices to carry out the proof for the special permutation 
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because an arbitrary permutation can be achieved by a finite number of this 
kind. We have 
s - s = D*a, ..’ aiel[aiaj - ajail aj+, ... P,; . 
There are two cases to consider: 
(a) both iii and aj belong to (A), 
(b) at least one of the 2,) Bj belongs to (B). 
Suppose (a) is true; then [Ei , aj] = a%; + b8, + 1V. Thus 
.$- - J: = Da, a*- &&at) aj,, *-* a,, f  ITPi-, **. ai&,(haj) a,iLI ... z,, 
+ &j, . . . 6+&V) %,+1 -.. a,, . 
To complete the proof for this case we need only show that if 
then any element 
also belongs to S for any f~ L,“. Let 
then cr[~] : 6, ... a,-,a,f[v]. -Vow Df[v] =fL3[u] + (D(f)}[v] for any- 6 
with g = B[f] EL,O, iffEL,O. 
In particular this holds if fi = a, and so 
with f,  g E L,.O. 
These two terms are of the same form as o except that f  has moved leftward 
in the first term and the second term contains one less Zi than (T. Clearly if 
we continue in this way we would get c : f  * s + a linear combination of terms 
in S of order less than the order of operator s. 
Hence s - 3 E S. 
Now suppose (b) is true, then as before, 
s - f  = bta, . . . c,-,[ajaj - a,a,] aj,l ... i-,,, . 
Now [a,, Zj] = D, + N for some homogeneous operator D, and for some 
N E L,O. Thus 
s---S=a, - a,-ldlaj,, ... P,,, + a, ..I ai-pvj 1 ... c',,, .
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Also as before we want to show that s - s = Dt&a, ... ai-r6,-.i ... all1 + 
lower-order terms belonging to S .- 0; + lower-order terms where u belongs 
to SC,,~+~) . Now [iiiPl , D,] = fi, -!- JV2 for some D, and some Nz EL,,?. Hence 
If we now argue exactly as in case (a), we prove that Lemma 4.1 is true. 
Remark. This lemma shows that if Condition (-) is assumed, then Condi- 
tion (V) is invariant under an arbitrary permutation of 6’; . 
LE~IMA 4.2. Suppose the multiplicity of the roots hi(x, t, [), 1 < i :< k, is 
equal to 1, with k : 1. Let Si 7: II, - hi(x, t, D,.). Then for any a(.~. t, D,,) EL,O 
and b(x, t, 0,) E LN1, zue can find c, ,..., ci: , N E Lx0 such that 
cl;i, .I- . . + c$,. =z aD, - b(.v, t, D,.) + N. 
Proof. To find ci ,..., cI; we have to solve the following system of pseudo- 
differential equations (X turns out to be some lower-order term which shows 
up when we solve the system) 
c Q(L), - Ai@, t, D,)) :-: aD, - b(s, t, D,). 
This implies that x:=1 c;(.x, t, D,.) = a(~, t, D,.) and 
& G(JZ, t, D,) b(x, t, D,> == b@, t> DA 
Modulo lower-order terms which belong to L,O, this system can be solved for 
c, if the symbol matrix 
[ 1 1 . . . 1 
w, t, 4 u4 t7 5) q-2’, t, 8) 1 
is of rank 2 at any point (x, t ,  E), ; [ / = 1 ; we then apply an ellipticity argument 
to solve the system. This matrix is of rank 2 if for any fixed (x, t ,  0, E =T 1, 
1 
X,(l,‘t, 5) Xj(X, t ,  4) 1 
are not all singular for 1 < i < k and 1 < j < k. That is, h,(~, t3 5) - 
Aj(x, t, [) + 0 for some i and j. But, since there are k of these 2 ~ 2 matrices 
and by definition of multiplicity, at most I are singular at any point (s, t, &), 
; [ 1 :: 1, WC see that k - I are not singular. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose h,(x, t, 5) and A(x, t, 6) are unequal for all (x, t, 0, 
It: = 1. Let Zi = D, - hi(x, t, OX) for i = 1, 2. Then [a:, , a,] = aa, f  
b& -(- h’ for some a, 6, NE L,P. 
Proof. [ir , &] = D + IL’ for some b and for some X E L,O. By Lemma 4.2, 
fi = a?, -- b%, -- X2 for some a, b, A7 EJ,,,.O. Hence 
where a, b, ,V = NI + IV., E I,,.“. 
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In this section, we state the two lemmas basic to the proofs of the Carleman 
estimates found in Theorem 2. They are slight extensions of lemmas of Calderon 
[l] and may be found in Kirenberg [12]. 
LEMM.~ 5.1. Suppose hi E (A) or si E (B). Then for T and k-l suficiently 
small, the following inequality holds 
f OY u E C,E(Q’), Q’ = ((s, t): 0 < t < T) with c independent of k, T, and u. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose Zi E (B), then for T and k-l sufficiently small, the 
following inequality holds 
(Ill Au Ill2 + j / 13,~ I;,“) < c(l j kT’)i[i aiu //I2 
for u E C,z(JY) where Q’ = {(x, t): 0 < t < T} with c independent of k, T, 
and u, and where A is the pseudodifferential operator in the x-cariables with symbol 
(1 + / 5 ls)r;a. 
Remark. Lemma 5.2 implies that 
1 I!’ D~u !!:’ .c ~(1 -I- kT2) [/I afu :i ’ 
la!=1 
for i, E (B). 
Before we state the next lemma, we examine the module S more closely. 
This examination reveals that the sequence StrnP1) , Scme2) ,... stops at some 
SC,,, . I f  UVL is composed only of ai belonging to (A), then y  = 0 and the identity 
operator is the only monomial belonging to SC,, . I f  however I&,, is composed 
of some S,, E (B), then y  #= 0 and the only monomial belonging to SC,, is the 
operator D (D = I if y  = 0). 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let S be the module generated by A’,,, == a1 ... ?,,, . Suppose 
[Zi , aj] -= aPi + bc’? -t N for some a, b, NE Lx0 if Si , aj E (A); then 
for CY < m. 
Proof. Suppose s(.,+i) is some monomial in StV+r) , then by the way SC,,) is 
constructed we have 
is I,,+~) = Si~j13 -/- some lower terms in Sf,j , 
if aj E (B) and ai E (A) or (B) by L emma 4.1. This works, of course, only if 
s(,+~) contains some Zj E (B). If not, then s(,+~) = a$~ + lower-order terms 
in St,,) with ai E (A). In either case, by Lemma 5.1 and 5.2, we have 
[ , 
1 IkkT2 ] I\/ D% l/i2 < c ‘I’S /,I rv+t)~ + some lower terms in St,) [i[*, 
which implies that 
More generally, if qs) E SQ) denote any monomial, then as above we know 
that there exists some s(~+,) E S(B+l) such that 
1 +kkT2 ] /i! s(0)u ;l12 < ’ I” ’ ,, (s+l)~ + some lower-order terms in S(,$) jj\2, 
which implies that 
ill sk3+1P K2 + c 5 z hi wu l/l’. 
j=, .yj)ES,,) 
This means that 
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Hence, 
Now since 
1 tkT2 1-j > c [ 1 +fkT2 ]m-ri+l) 
for some constant c if k-l and T are small enough, we can absorb 
c C,“s: [k/(1 + kT2)lm-(‘+1) z SCjjESO) j/l s(j)u ill2 into the left-hand side and get 
z [ 1 +KkTz I”-’ c /I/s(i)u Ill2 G ’ [ 1 +kkTB ]- 1 Ill SktP II?. 
QFSW %FSl,)’ 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Since qm) = li’,, we have 
6 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Proof of Theorem 2. First suppose r = S. We show that 
1 k-l”1 I/( Pu l//2 < c (/I Pu (l/2. 
loI@+r 
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LetIcr] =m--j--,O~j~m--.ItsufficestoshowthatK”1-~~~~i’D”~,‘e~~ 
c jjl Pu 1j12 for each LY. 
where PLpj E S(,IL+-j) and Um - ii, ’ .. 3, , by Condition (V). By Lemma 5.3 
we can handle any Pinpj E 8(+-j) and any lower-order terms resulting from any 
permutation of the ai since by Lemma 4.1, these terms belong to S. Hence 
without loss of generality we may assume that [ai , 6,] = 0 for all ai E (A) or (B). 
It also suffices to show that 
for 
i.e., 
0 < i 01 , = vvz -j --- r, O<j<vvz-y, 
@I I ‘jr f)nz-Cj) rju ‘, 2 ( c ,; ;: ’ .#I II --, ,;. I .I. d&f ,y, O<j<m--r, (6.1) 
where the maximum multiplicity of the characteristic roots is r. 
The proof is by induction on m. By repeated use of Lemma 5.1 we have 
/$ r tjJ u 1~:” *< c 11 2, . . . hj+p /,,A, 
Hence (6.1) holds for m = j --I- F. Suppose (6.1) is true for ?n i j f  7; we 
prove it also holds for YE + 1 ; i.e., suppose 
then 
(6.2) implies that 
for any product of m operators ii’i such that the maximum multiplicity of the 
characteristic roots of the operator n a’< is 7. Thus 
Since Dn+lf+r)az = azDhl-(j+r) + cD'n-(ji-~) where C&-(ifr) is SOme operator 
of order m - (j + Y), we can show that 
(6.4) 
for1 <Z<m+l. 
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Since we assumed that we could commute the ai we have 
for any cI EL,O. 
By Lemma 4.2, since m f 1 > I, we can find cI , NE Lx0 such that 
Tllfl 
1 Clal = D + N 
Z-1 
for any operator of order 1. We then have 
Hence 
For large enough k, kifrfl - ckjfr > 0, and so 
and so (6.1) is proved for all m if I = s. 
Now suppose s > r. Exactly the same argument shows that 
If m - s < 1 cy / < m - r, we show that 
(1 + kT2)m-lal-sk”“-ld~ /I’ IPu /ii2 < c /(: Z1 ... G,,,u illr. 
Let / cyi =m-j-r,O<j<s--r.Itsufficestoshowthat 
(1 + kT2)(i+T)-Skj+r jjl D?,+(i+r)~ I!/2 < c j// a, ... a,,u IlIE, (6.5) 
where 0 < j < s - Y. 
The proof is by induction on m. First, we prove (6.5) for m = s. 
Since s > Y, then if 8, *a. 8,+t ... Cs satisfies the conditions of the theorem, 
then Y of the ai belong to (A) and the rest belong to (B). Since we can commute 
the ai we may assume that a, ,..., a, E (A) and a,,, ,..., a, E (B). 
5’=5/27h 
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We have, as before, 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
by repeated use of Lemma 5.2. Combining (6.6) and (6.7) we get 
[l/(1 + kp)]s-W r)kitr j, p-(j+rlu j.22 < &+7 j;j aj+r+l . . . 8,~ /j/2 
< c ;/I a, *.. ii,u ‘!12. 
Thus (6.5) holds for II/ z-p s. Suppose (6.5) is true for m >a s. We show that 
it holds for m -?- 1, i.e., we prove that 
[l/(1 + kT2)]s-(j+r)kj:r i,; ~rti-li.;r)u ~,2 < (. ,, 2, . . . prnU j;l2 
implies that 
As in the case I s, we can show that 
IYe can also show as in the case Y :- s that 
for 1 < 1 < vz $ 1 ; this implies that 
Applying Lemma 4.2, as before, we get 
[1/v + kT )] ‘- .’ k. - ,,, 2 A (3 e) I I r 1’1 [)w+l-(j+rIU ,1,2 < c //I a, ..* an,+124 $12, 
and since [I /(l + kT2)]~-‘jtr) -.-- (1 + kTz)(j++s we have proved (6.5) for all 
m 2 s. 
What remains to complete the proof of the theorem is to show that it is 
sufficient to require that 
p9ii-j E s(m-j) for j only up to q - I. 
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This is done if we show that the coefficient of //i D% j;; can grow as large as 
we want as K -+ GO for 1 a j < m - q. Since the coefficients of ‘/i D”u ‘11 get 
larger as I a: j gets smaller, it suffices to show this for 1 a: / =: m -- 4, 
If Y = s, then p = Y and the coefficient of )I( P-% j/, is k*. Kow suppose 
s > r. First suppose [(s + 1)/2] > r; then, in - s < wz - [(s -!- 1)/2] < wz - 1 
and the coefficients of !I’ DW I: for N , rLJ m ~-- q is (1 -j- hT”))J1-‘li-‘lr)‘l-l~~ = 
(I -i kTZ)Q’-“KG. Now 
if q--s+- 1 < 0; i.e., if q < s - 1. But this is always true for s > 1 
if [(s + 1)/Z] :> r. Since k2Q-+ ---f co as k 3 co for g 3 s/2, then 
[k/( 1 -+ kT2)] k2Qps -+ CO as k + 00 for q = [(s + I)/21 if s > 1. If s T-; 1 
then the coefficient of /,I D&u I.1 is (I T kT”)+lkg and for q =-- 1, k” - ~0 as 
k - ~4. What if s > Y but Y > [(s + 1),/2]? Then 
Since we have 
;o(: < 772 - r < vz - [(s -t 1)/2]. 
;a; can go only as high as m - r, The coefficient in the case j 31 1 r: HZ - I’ is 
(1 + kTZ)m-lnl-r,-sknr-(nz-rt __ (1 +- kT2)r-Sk’ > (1 + kT”)Sr-“. 
Since 2r - s 32 0 if r > [(s + I)/21 we have 
(1 + kT2)2’-S - co as k -+ w. 
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